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TERRESTRIAL HYPERSONIC FLIGHT PROPULSION

I

by
Kenneth M. Fomreman*

INTRODUCTION
One of the approaches toward evaluating new propulsion concepts

for cruise-type hypersonic flight vehicles in the earth's atmosphere

Republic Aviation Corporation
Farmingdale, N. Y.
ABSTRACT

-

is to compare the energy required to overcome drag with the energy

produced and released by the propulsion system. The advantage of

63\10

this type of analysis is that a specific flight vehicle configuration need

A preliminary feasibility study i s made of several new proposed

not be defined nor engine component performance estimated in order

propulsion concepts f o r sustained hypkrsonic propulsion using the ter-

to obtain an indication of the probable o r attractive region of applica-

restrial atmosphere.

tion of the propulsion concept.

These process& a r e evaluated in the light of

their energy production and flight energy requirements. The theoret-

This preliminary analytical feasibility study examines several

ical considerations of hypersonic flight energy requirements a r e indi-

new proposed primary chemical propulsion systems, using the ter-

cated and magnitudes established for representative drag coefficients

restrial atmosphere, with particular emphasis on methods of employ-

and fuel admixtures.

ing electrical augmentation. Specific weight requirements of practical
airborne electric power supplies will be indicated f o r the various types

The energy released by stationary and moving detonation waves

of applications considered.

is c o m p t e d and compared with propulsion requirements. It is seen
that while the first process probably is limited to operational veloci-

Although the "continuous flight corridor" is considered appro-

ties no g r e a t e r than 7,000 to 8,000 fps, the latter is applicable to the

priate for this study, an additional approximate envelope of skip-glide

entire hypersonic flight corridor and will be limited only by the amount

trajectories has been included in the potential flight regime because

of supplemental energy available in the flight vehicle which can be used

some aspects of electrically augmented systems appear particularly

to drive and support the moving detonation. In considering this latter
point, several proposed hypersonic aiTbreathing propulsion system
applications, including electrical augqientation, a r e evaluated.

compatible with what would seem the required power plant characteristics of skip-glide operation (i. e.

bursts of thrust, of short duration).

Within the limits of this a n a l y t i d approach, an electromagnetic
fuel injection afterburner combined with a fuel-lean standing wave detonation process appears the most promising.

, repeatable, high performance,

Exploratory experiments

a r e indicated to determine the feasibility and efficacy of this concept

I1

-

PROPULSION ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
Assuming initially that all the energy released by the propulsion

system is converted into exhaust gas kinetic energy, then the rate of

'

change of energy in the working medium is:

which has a probable flight velocity growth potential to 12,000 fps at
altitudes i n the 20 to 50 mile range.

*

Further, assuming that the exhaust gases a r e expanded to ambi-

Specialist, Scientific Research Engineer

ent static pressure and that the propulsive thrust equals the drag

(.

c

-?

(
forces, then the exhaust velocity can he related to the drag coefficient

combination of a chemical bond energy release mechanism with hyper-

(referenced to the inlet area), mass handled, and initial velocity:

sonic gasdynamics, and therefore appears fundamentally compatible

with the application. The energy released is manifested a s a change in

total enthalpy (or static enthalpy and kinetic energy), or:
Thus, for steady flight, the required energy release rate into the
working fluid is:

The moving detonation wave process, characterized by the electromagnetic detonation concept (Ref. 2), has the supplemental energy
(3)

where TI is the efficiency factor which accounts for incomplete conver-

of the driving force (piston work) E ,which by acting on the product
P
gas makes possible the translation motion of the wave. , Thus, its total
energy is:

sion to kinetic energy.
Representative values of (mi/me) for hydrogen-air mixtures are:
0.972 for stoichiometric; 0.987 for 1 / 2 stoichiometric; and 1.00 for no

fuel addition within the propulsion system or if the gases a r e premixed. t
In general the drag coefficient C

Di

h a s a f a r more pronounced effect

on flight requirements than fuel mixture which only assumes some
importance for low drag vehicles at very high velocities (Fig. 1).
Thus, a refined aerodynamic shape with lifting surfaces is desirable
f o r cruising hypersonic flight in order to minimize the primary propulsion energy requirements.
For purposes of this study it is assumed that some laminar bound-'
ary layer stabilization will he engineered into the advanced hypersonic

E T = E r + Ep = E r

+ (VI%-2V1V2
2gJ

)(Im2
)

The kinetic energy change of the stationary detonation is

(5)
i

was

negative because the product gas velocity is l e s s than the pre-wave

o r reactant velocity.

Thus, the net energy release is derived from

the static enthalpy change and must be converted by another device,
e. g., a nozzle,in order to be useful for propulsion.

The higher the

initial (pre-wave) velocity the lower the product gas velocity, and the
smaller the amount of Er energy released; ultimately the process
becomes endothermic.
The energy available from a moving (driven) detonation wave

vehicle.

Therefore, a nominal value of 0.2 has been assigned to CD.1
throughout this study; even this low value may be considered conserva-

increases with wave velocity V1 because of the driving force E

tive for a well designed future vehicle.

the over-all energy ET i s still positive and the process can he exploit-

IU

- ENERGY PRODUCTION OF DETONATIVE PROCESSES
Standing detonation waves have been proposed and investigated

f o r hypersonic propulsion (Ref. 1). In essence, this phenomena is a

t Fuel injected into surrounding atmosphere, without drag, upstream
of the propulsion system inlet.

P'
Thus, at high initial velocity (when the detonation becomes endothermic)
ed for propulsion.

The only limitations are the amount of energy avail-

able from another source to drive the wave front, and the efficiency of
energy conversion to E

P'
An analysis (Ref. 3) comparing these two processes has been

made for the stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture at velocities between

2
3
2.

r

the Chapman-Jouguet condition and 16,000 fps, and pressure altitudes

ent would improve the operational regime of the standing detonation

in the flight corridor corresponding to the ARDC 1959 Model Atmosphere

process, but would not change the relative performance of the two pro-

The stoichiometric air-hydrogen mixture has been chosen for compari-

cesses as indicated in Fig. 2.

The only remaining reservation one may

son because it represents the best reactant combination from the stand-

have regarding the application of the moving detonation process is the

point of energy release, kinetics, availability, weight, storage stabil-

feasible amount of energy available in a finite volume flight vehicle

ity, and other known properties which may be required for proper de-

wbich can be used t o support the moving detonation wave structure.

sign of a hypersonic vehicle.

This aspect is examined in the next section.

These results (Fig. 2) are summarized in terms of the conver-

IV

sion efficiency 7 needed to meet minimum propulsion requirements.
The altitude variation of conversion efficiency shown reflects the sensitivity of the energy released by detonative processes to reactant pressure. Thc limits of the flight corridor and the C-J condition, likewise
shown, keep the evaluation on a realistic basis. In addition to a certain inefficiency expected in the real detonation process and the utilization of its product gases for propulsion, there will be further limits
imposed on the application regime of the process.

-

METHODS O F ELECTRICAL AUGMENTATION
Electrical augmentation of hypersonic airbreathing chemical pro-

pulsion systems becomes most attractive for high altitude applications
(i. e., above 100,000 feet) because'the power demands on an airborne

electrical source are reduccd. The dragforce to he overcome, and the
mass rat? of airflow used as the working fluid decreases a s altitude increases for a flight vehicle of given dimensions.
There a r e several ways electricity may be used to augment hwer-

Sormally, thermal-

ized gas streams arc considered to exbibit half their total energy in

sonic airbreathing propulsion systems which derive their primary

iinetic form. By including other expected process inefficiencies, such

energy source from chemical reactions.

as fuel injection inhomogeneity, wall effects, i d i a t i o n , etc., a reason-

of a supported moving detonation revealed in the previous section, sug-

The attractive characteristic2

able range of over-all operating efficiency may be considcred between

gests consideration of the electromagnetic piston supported detonation

15% and 30%. In view of the conservative drag coefficient assumed for

concept (Ref. 2).

these calculations, an over-all energy conversion efficiency 17 of 30%
f u r Lhe propulsion system may be allowed

as reasonable.

On this basis, it is seen that the moving (driven) detonation pro-

A second method is to introduce direct o r induced electrical dis-

charges into the gas products of standing wave detonations.

A third

method is to use the electromagnetic forces for injecting the fuel into

cess appears operational within the entire hypersonic cruise o r steady

a hypersonic stream. The propulsion system performance and qualita-

flight regime while the standing detonation process is restricted to the

tive operational features of each of these three basic types of exploita-

lower range of velocity, no greater than about 7,000 to 8,000 fps , for

tion of electrical energy, and some of their modifications, will be

altitudes of 158,000 and 50,000 feet, respectively. Only the moving

examined. These three types are shown schematically in Fig. 3 to-

detonation process offers a significant reserve of energy release which

gether with the conventional standing detonation wave arrangement.

can be used f o r acceleration, increasing range (by decreasing the fuel

A.

admixture), o r regenerating energy,which can then be used to provide

In an airbreathing propulsiob system employing a steady flow
detonation process, Equation (1)can also be written as:

o r minimize the effective driving force needed from another source
within the vehicle.

A similar analysis based on a lower drag coeffici-

Introductory Theoretical Analysis
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Assuming complete conversion of

b

= E, + E /W ., then using the conversion factor (1kw = .95
T
e
a
BTU/sec), Equation (7) takes the form:

If E

in1.

kA

into directed kinetic energy and

= 1, the maximum available thrust per

unit time (i.e. , per second)

is:
B.
Fmax =

Wai

4
2 2
1
[I. 014 (5x 10 E + V.1 )' -V.IJ

g

1

(7)

Considering the effect of centrifugal forces, a hypersonic flight vehicle
with aerodynamic lift surfaces cruising at constant velocity requires a

Electromagnetic Piston-Supported Moving Detonation
The energy needed to support a moving detonation (i. e., piston

work: is dictated by the thermodynamics and strength of the detonation,

o r at the very minimum, from Equation (5):

propulsive thrust of:
E e = Ep

=(

v,"

-2v1v2
2gJ

>Im,

For optimum operation it can be shown that: V1 corresponds to Vi,
Assuming that the flight vehicle equipment includes a source of
electrical energy (e. g., a nuclear reactor-turboelectric system) which
will be used by the energy augmenter in the propulsion system, the
vehicle weight may be considered a multiple of the electric energy
source weight, or:

m2 indicates that the piston acts on all product

and V2 to Ve, and
gas components.

Under these circumstances, Fmax is computed

directly from Equation (7), since E = E c + E

is known: and the vehicle
P
weight and payload may be found from Equations (8) and (9), respective-

ly, where now F

Furthermore, the ratio ke, absolutely
max F ~ ~ *
necessary for the implementation of this scheme, is:
'~

Wv=CwWe

.

Further, letting (CL/Cdmax = aL, and-

(9)
2
vi

k =- W~
e C E

= b, Equation (8) becomes:

{

PRO
aL
Or

The weight and output of the electrical power supply can be
related by:

ke-

(1-b)C

w

P

[5x104(Ec

Fmax%
E (1-b)Cw
P

;

W

)+Vi"

2

%

1

-Vi
( 1Ob)

From an order of magnitude analysis it is seen (Fig. 4) that the
ratio

ke

must become smaller as (CL/Cdmax, o r EC decreases

and CW o r Vi increases. Further, since Ec tends to decrease with
W

- _e
Ee

-

higher altitudes for the same Vi,
ke

altitude.

i
,

a

ke decreases slowly, inversely with

,

C.

Here, We represents the electrical power supply weight necessary to

Electrically Augmented Standing Detonation

furnish the supplemental elcctricai energy required for cruise fligbt,

Electrical energy may be added to the detonation products in

assuming 100% energy transfer efficiency. If C is negative, o r Ec

-.03Vi ''

order to augment the chemical energy release.

C

product gases as well as increase their static enthalpy.

(non-valid) practical situation, and no amount of electrical energy
augrneiitation possible will permit steady flight. In fact, the only valid

It is preferable to use
either direct o r induced discharges that will accelerate the subsonic
This may he

(

/5.15 x 104, We will be negative.

This is an impossible

achieved, f o r example, by discharging between two o r more concentric

solution of Equation ( l l a ) must yield We

ring electrodes located at either end of a divergent channel.

limiting condition for the use of electrical augmentation is when C = 0,

Such

shaped discharges produce a squeezing action on the gas of greater

o r E = -6 x 10-7V.2
C

magnitude directed downstream than toward the detonation front loca-

Ec

equating relations (7a) and (Sa). Thus, the two thrust values will be

fps, this condition corresponds to

= - 60 BTU/SO a i r .

theoretically is, whether really significant flow and wavefront instabil-

and a value of ke can be selected as desired o r considered practical.

area, Ai,

4

The aspect of this propulsion system which is difficult to assess

made compatible without specifying, beforehand, the magnitude of Ee,

= piViAi,

For Vi-10

a net chemical energy change in the detonation o r wave process of

tion. The performance of such a propulsion system can be obtained by

Then, using the relation Wai

1 .

0 , o r the term C > 0; the

ities will be induced by the electrical discharges, and if the kinetics of
chemical reactions in the hypersonic flow will be enhanced by UV radi-

for a unit effective inlet

one oht ains:

ation, energetic particles, and pressure perturbation fronts emanating
from the discharge region, as has been experimentally observed for
imploding discharges into quiescent mixtures (Ref. 4).
D.

rg(l-b)CW
fromwhich, letting C1

pv

Li i

Electromagnetic Fuel Injection
One of the knotty problems associated with all hypersonic air-

1,

breathing propulsion systems i s the introduction of the fuel into the

the quadratic in W e is

airstream without hteriorating the engine performance o r requiring
excessive mixing lengths (Refs. 5 and 6 ) . The third propulsion system

obtained:

considered here offers a solution to this problem by electromagnetically
accelerating and injecting the fuel into the hypersonic stream at high
velocity by means of high frequency pulses.
This has the form: W," + B We

By using this concept,

each high temperature, high velocity fuel pulse will wrap around and

- C = 0 with the practical solution:

penetrate the hypersonic a i r stream core within the propulsive duct as
it moves past the fuel injection opening. The energetic fuel, inchding
atomic hydrogen, will thus have a higher diffusivity and greater re-

8

activity than from a "cold" injector, and should react with the a i r along;\
a reaction front system of oblique waves. The short duration, but high

c

t
$

frequency of the injection period will create a pulsed (quasi-steady)
chemical energy release process without instabilities in the steady inlet
and exit flow (Ref. 7).

high and the propulsive duct were properly sized.

port for the pulse duration; thus, advantage can be taken even of the
fuel mass transport by diffusion in the axial direction. Further,
because the chemical reaction now is a transient process, its higher
peak temperature requires no different a propulsion device structure
than that normally designed for steady flow reaction process of lower
temperature.

For purposes of preliminary evaluation, it will be assumed that
the amount of electrical energy needed for electromagnetic injection
is proportional, in the ratio of the masses involved, to the piston energy
of E-M supported detonations, or:

A

cyclic support reduces the electrical energy source requirement.

Enough fuel may be introduced in each pulse so

as to react with more than just the mass of air passing the injection

Furthermore, a

Assume that the partial support is l / S of the steady flow process, where S i s greater than, for example, 10. Further, because
each electrical discharge pulse (electromagnetic piston formation)
stops the local flow momentarily, creating transient high pressure
(hammer-shock) pulses i n the vicinity of the disturbance which tend to
enhance the chemical energy release Ec, it may he assumed that,
compared to the steady support case (or where S = l),

where: S >y.

Since Fmax is known from Equation (7), Fm5

may

be determined directly from Equation (15) and using Equation (Sa)
where now
and f o r hydrogen fuel (f/a = .028), E = .0272 Ep BTU/lb mixture.
Pf
It will he assumed, also, that the chamical reaction energy
released is Ec, and the total energy added to the working fluid for
propulsion is:

FRC = F

miucs

,W

es

is found. Then, from Ees=

1

(3) Ee:

where ke is obtained from Equation (loa). Thus, in order to tolerate
a ke value, which is greater than the steady supported case by one order

s .

of magnitude, the net thrust must remain unchanged f o r the maximum
E = E + E
BTU/lb mixture .
(14)
Pf
The performance analysis and electrical power supply characteristics
required are determined by relations similar to Equations (7), (8), (9),
and (loa).
E.

Partially Supported Moving Detonation

One variation of the continuous E-M piston-supported moving
detonation process (see section IV-B) is to produce cyclic support of

degree of partial support, i. e., 1/10.
overly optimistic.

This estimate appears, at first,

It is more likely that f o r 1/100 support the thrust

may change to approximately 1/10 its steady state value. Thus, with

this partial support scheme, only a proportionately smaller flight
vehicle or a larger capture area propulsion device must be considered.
V

A.

-

QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION
Assumptions
The determination of performance and the comparative evalua-

"

the detonation wave with electric pulses. This nou-steady wave support similarly would not disturb the performance of an otherwise

tion of these various new propulsion concepts has been carried out f o r

steady-flow inlet and exhaust, if the pulse frequency were sufficiently

a pressure altitude of 158,000 feet. The flight velocity range has been considered between 8 , 0 0 0 and 16,000 fps, corresponsing to ahout Mach 7 . 3

.O l ) ,

(in the ARDC 1959 Model Atmosphere) and Mach 14.5, respectively.

It has been assumed that the energy conversion efficiency is

loo%,

B.

addition

, CW = 1. 4).

,.

- Comparative calculations

and 100% recovery of recombination energy
V

=

ER

for 50%

were made at

8,000 fps in addition to the equilibrium condition. The latter

1
condition becomes endothermic slightly beyond 9,000 fps, and of

~h~ 100% recovery

questionable utility for propulsion
may be

Evaluation

throughout the flight velocity range of this investigation.

This term is

the non-electric portion of the flight vehicle's weight and allows comparison of Types B-E with Type A on what is considered a common and

five types of applications, as follows:
Type A (Standing Detonation)

of the steady-

5 on the basis of the (W-\,- We) term per unit of effective inlet area
(

special assumptions
were made for each of the

.lo)

The five chemical propulsion applications are compared in Fig.

load,fuel, and electrical power supply) is 1 . 4 times the electrical power
We (i. e.

=

support process (Type R)

the

effective inlet capture area is 1 ft ', the maximum lift to drag ratio is
2.0, and the flight vehicle weight Wv (which includes structure, pay-

supply weight

and the thrust is reduced to 10% ( l / y

a theoretical upper limit of performance

meaningful basis. The power supply specific w i g h t requirements for
each of the four proposed electrical augmentation devices is shown in
Fig. 6 f o r the examined range of velocity.
Based upon near-future (i. e., 5-6 years) space power system
estimates (Ref. 8) it may be assumed that practical (i. e.

, foreseeable

within the next 10-12 years) electrical power supplies f o r advanced
airborne vehicles will be in the 1-5 pound per Kw specific weight range;

not actually attainable in practice at this altitude.
Type B (Electromagnetic Piston Supported Detonation) - An electrical power source is contaiucd within the flight vehicle and
supplies an exceedingly large number of moving electromagnetic

then all of Type Rand Type D applications :except at flight velocities
hclow about 9 , 0 0 0 ips) must be discounted as technologically impractical
Types A, C , and E all require a means of fuel injection and mix-

pistons, each of which supports a moving detonation s o that, in

ing into the free stream. In addition, the former two are limited in

effect, a continuous flow process exists.

operational flight velocity by the trend of the net chcmical reactions to

Type C (Electrically Augmented Standing Detonation)
of the electrical power source specific weight

ke

- Two values

(i. e . , 1 and 5)

are pre-selected for comparison.
TYPe

(E1ectromaPetic

chemical energy

become endothcrmic beyond about 9,000 fps. Thus, the use of Types
.4 and C at this or greater flight velocity depends on the amount of

recovcry of recombination energy possible in a practical propulsion
device. Type C holds a possible advantage over Type A in that the

Injection) - The Same exothermic

Ec as Type A is assumed, although this system

electrical afterburner will most likely enhance chemical reactivity of

may well yield a greater release of chemical energy because an

the detonable mixture (Ref. 4) at very high altitudcs (above approximately
1 0 0 , 0 0 0 ft), where the detonation wave structure will probably be

oblique reaction front rather than a normal one (resulting in l e s s
pressure losses) is most likely to be produced.

quite diffuse and the reaction will not proceed to completion under
ordinary circumstances. On the other hand, the practicality of Type E

Type E (Partially Supported Detonation)

- This

application is

considered a variation of Type B. The electromagnetic piston
support of a moving detonation is provided 1%of the time (1/S =

is wholly dependent on the S/y ratiu (see Fig. 7) achievable with a

working device, and requires experimental data not presently available.

F
*,

z

i

i
Within the flight speed restrictions initially considered, Type D

t

suggests that a combination of Types C and D might prove the optimum

offers a potential means of fuel injection with high reactivity into a

configuration; half the fuel to be introduced in some conventional manner

hypersonic airstream. A more attractive ke ratio at higher velocities may be attained, perhaps by modifying Type D to a more discrete

up-stream of the standing detonation wave as in Type C , and the balance

number of electromagnetically accelerated pulses superimposed on a

burner a s in Type D. However; the complexity of the flow dynamics

steady fuel "leak" into the propulsive duct. However, as is the case

of such a system almost precludes a detailed theoretical analysis beyond

to be electromagnetically injected in t h e electrical discharge after-

for Type E , experimental data is needed to check the feasibility of this

the approach already taken to @re the results of Table 1. Therefore,

proposed application. Recovery of recombination energy also would

the next logical phase is to conduct exploratory experiments of the two-

make "practical," but just barely so; the application of Type D to higher

stream interaction and chemical reactivity aspects of this concept in

flight velocities, although virtually complete recovery would be needed

order to determine its feasibility and efficacy.

(see Fig. 6 ) , which in the light of present experimental data is somewhat unlikely (Refs.9 and 10).
VI

-

The growth potentia1 of this concept to higher flight velocities and
altitudes is dependent largely on the ability to recover recombination
energy in an exhaust duct of some kind. At this time the indications
(Refs. 9 and 10) are that probably no more that about 30% recovery is

CONCLUSIONS
For the representative hypersonic flight condition examined

(8,000 fps velocity and 158,000 f t altitude), the thrust and fuel specific

impulse of applications 'Types C and D are more ureferable to the
other two practical applications Types A and E (see Table I ). Only
by virtue of permitting a heavier vehicle (i.e., 6 1 vs. 21 Ib/ft? to be
used, is the standing detonation process (Type A) superior under ideal
conditions to the proposed electrically augmented types.
At high altitudes the fall off in chemical reactivity becomes

practically attainable a t these very high altitudes, making the probable
upper limit of flight velocity just under 12,000 fps.
It may be speculated that the velocity-altitude envelope, as shown
in Fig. 8, represents the potential operational area of this advanced
propulsion concept. As such, it offers new areas of inquiry and analysis
for future hypersonic flight systems.
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gravitational constant, 32 ft/sec
joule constant

Am
C

=

effective inlet area, ft2

=

maximum projected area of vehicle, ft2

=

total drag coefficient (referenced to effective inlet
area) = CD A,/A~
m
total vehicle drag coefficient

=i

CD

=

778 ft lb/BTU

exhaust gas mass flow rate, lb/sec.
2

exhaust gas velocity, fps
flight velocity, fps
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NOMENCLATURE

*i

=

2

air inlet flow rate, lb/sec
electrical power supply weight, lb
flight vehicle weight, lh

!

efficiency factor by which energy addition is converted
to kinetic energy
3
t
ambient density, lh/ft
I

-

equivalence ratio = (f/s)
stoicb'(f/a)
reactants gas
product gas

1
,

c

J

TYPE il

STP.NDlNG WAVE
DETONATION
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